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Evolution Gaming launches Super Sic Bo, an exciting take on the
classic dice game
Evolution Gaming, leading provider of Live Casino solutions, has launched its all-new live dealer Super Sic
Bo. Available on desktop, tablet and smartphone, Evolution’s Live Super Sic Bo is a modern, user-friendly
take on the ancient dice game that extends the game by adding exciting random multipliers that can
increase winnings by up to 1000x.
Just like traditional Sic Bo, Evolution Live Super Sic Bo is played by predicting the outcome of the roll of
three standard dice. Players place their bets on one or more of the many result combinations shown on the
game’s betting table. What makes the Evolution game significantly different from standard Sic Bo is that
random multipliers are applied to between zero and several bet spots just before the dice are rolled in the
Evolution game’s custom dice shaker. If the player’s bet is placed on a bet spot with a highlighted multiplier,
the payout is multiplied accordingly.
Todd Haushalter, Chief Product Officer at Evolution, said: “Sic Bo has not changed in the last 100 years but
we have done something players will love to this classic game — added random multipliers of up to 1000x!
This is the most player-friendly Sic Bo game in the world, and we think players will love it.”
Haushalter added: “This is totally authentic Sic Bo, but with massive added excitement. It’s simple to play
for new players, yet totally satisfying for Sic Bo devotees. The super-engaging User Interface and high
payout RNG element in particular will appeal to the widest range of players, including slots players.”
Live Super Sic Bo streams live from Evolution’s primary central studios in Riga and is available now to all
Evolution licensees.
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